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Abstract: Soot formation in combustion systems is a growing concern due to its adverse environmental
and health effects. It is considered to be a tremendously complicated phenomenon which
includes multiphase flow, thermodynamics, heat transfer, chemical kinetics, and particle dynamics.
Although various numerical approaches have been developed for the detailed modeling of soot
evolution, most industrial device simulations neglect or rudimentarily approximate soot formation
due to its high computational cost. Developing accurate, easy to use, and computationally inexpensive
numerical techniques to predict or estimate soot concentrations is a major objective of the combustion
industry. In the present study, a supervised Artificial Neural Network (ANN) technique is applied to
predict the soot concentration fields in ethylene/air laminar diffusion flames accurately with a low
computational cost. To gather validated data, eight different flames with various equivalence ratios,
inlet velocities, and burner geometries are modeled using the CoFlame code (a computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) parallel combustion and soot model) and the Lagrangian histories of soot-containing
fluid parcels are computed and stored. Then, an ANN model is developed and optimized using
the Levenberg-Marquardt approach. Two different scenarios are introduced to validate the network
performance; testing the prediction capabilities of the network for the same eight flames that are used
to train the network, and for two new flames that are not within the training data set. It is shown that
for both of these cases the ANN is able to predict the overall soot concentration field very well with a
relatively low integrated error.

Keywords: soot concentration; soot emissions; artificial neural network; estimator; computational
fluid dynamics; combustion

1. Introduction

Soot emissions from combustion processes have damaging effects on both the environment
and human health. Soot is the general term used for the class of pollutants known as PM 2.5,
which constitutes particulate matter with a diameter less than or equal to 2.5 micrometers [1,2].
The minute nature of the soot particle makes it especially harmful when inhaled by an individual
as it quite easily reaches the lungs and bloodstream. It can then lead to a host of serious issues
including heart attacks, bronchitis, asthma, strokes, and even death [3]. Furthermore, soot is a notable
contributor to climate change, second only to CO2 [4]. Larger soot aggregates and the smaller soot
particulate matter both contribute to the problem. The smaller, lighter particulates remain in the air
absorbing sunlight and subsequently warming the surrounding air. On the other hand, the larger,
heavier aggregates fall to the ground and absorb sunlight there. As a result, any surrounding snow or
ice is melted far faster [4].

The problems outlined above are concerning, thus stricter regulations on soot emissions are
becoming commonplace. This is true especially in current times, when efforts to be environmentally
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sustainable are at an all-time high and are at the forefront of much in-depth research. For example,
new vehicles sold in the European Union and European Economic Area (EEA) member states
have rigorous regulations placed upon them [5]. Unfortunately for engine designers worldwide,
soot formation is an exceptionally complex phenomenon dependent on numerous physical and
chemical processes such as reaction kinetics, thermodynamics, heat transfer, and particle dynamics.
The implementation of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) throughout the engine design process
has now become mainstream. However, if soot formation mechanisms were considered as part of these
simulations, the computational costs would quickly become intractable if any respectable accuracy
is to be obtained [6]. Currently, prototypes must be manufactured in order to be certain of the soot
emissions a given engine will produce. This time-consuming, expensive, and strenuous method has
limited the improvement in this area as many manufacturers are not willing to put forth this great effort
to discover the soot emissions of a given engine. The balance between computational cost and accuracy
of results quickly presents itself as an obstacle for this industry, as it often does for many others.

In CFD simulations, numerical accurate modelling and prediction of soot properties, such
as concentration and particle size and shape, remains challenging due to the collective chemical,
physical and thermodynamic interactions, and multiphase flow [7,8]. Previous numerical studies of soot
evolution in laminar and turbulent flames have been based on different levels of fidelity. Many of these
previous studies have utilized semi-empirical soot models coupled with simplified combustion models.
In these studies, soot concentrations have generally not been predicted with acceptable accuracy,
with errors in soot concentration ranging from one to two orders of magnitude or more [7,9–11].
Conversely, some studies use more accurate soot models, like the soot model explained in the CoFlame
code [12] and hybrid method of moments (HMOM) developed by Mueller et al. [13], that allow for
the description of soot volume fraction, number density, and morphology of the aggregates. In these
models, in addition to the influence of local concentrations of various species, temperature, and pressure,
the effects of various chemical and physical phenomena such as particle nucleation from Polycyclic
Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs), PAH dimer condensation, physical coagulation, surface growth by
the hydrogen-abstraction-carbon-addition (HACA) mechanism, oxidation, and oxidation-induced
fragmentation on soot evolution are considered [12,14,15]. Simulating all the aromatic precursors and
the phenomena mentioned above causes the high-fidelity soot models to be computationally expensive.

To model soot evolution in turbulent flames, several Large Eddy Simulation (LES) studies
have been attempted [7,8,11]. In general, in addition to modelling soot and precursor chemistry,
the high fidelity LES-based models comprise models for turbulence-soot-chemistry interactions at the
subfilter scale [8]. In this case, uncertainties related to the models of subfilter fluctuations would be
added to the uncertainties associated with the soot model and the chemical kinetic mechanism [8,16].
It should be pointed out that the models of subfilter fluctuations depend on the employed soot model
(for instance, state-of-the-art models of subfilter fluctuations are based on HMOM soot model [8,13]).
Therefore, by changing the soot model, the models of subfilter fluctuations need to be modified [7].
Furthermore, one of the most important issues relates to the errors associated with combustion
models [8,16], which can affect the soot prediction significantly. As an example, the recent work of
Wick et al. [16] is worth mentioning here. They performed an investigation to show how errors related
to combustion models (for example, flamelet models) propagate through into the mechanisms of soot
characteristic prediction via interactions between the gas and solid phase. In their work, the coupling of
a Flamelet/Progress Variable model with the HMOM soot model was analysed using Direct Numerical
Simulation (DNS) results [15], where the same soot model (HMOM) was used. It was found that there
are significant errors in the predicted soot field, which are traced back to tabulated quantities in the
flamelet library propagating through the computation via PAH-based growth rates. Overall, this body
of work indicates that LES-based soot models are still limited and more studies should be conducted to
improve these models. However, it is clear that to model soot evolution, not only is a combustion model
needed, along with a soot model and models for subfilter scale turbulence-soot-chemistry interactions,
but all the aromatic precursors as well as the physics involved (for instance, aromatic collision or
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PAH condensation) should be simulated, which is a challenging task and computationally expensive.
Conversely, as mentioned above, the low-cost and precise estimation of soot properties, such as
concentration, has become highly desired for industry. Therefore, to tackle this controversy, a novel
soot estimator concept has been recently developed and validated [6,17–19].

The idea of linking a post-processing tool to CFD simulations to estimate soot characteristics
accurately with a low computational cost was first proposed by Bozorgzadeh [19]. As a proof of
concept, a post-processing technique for laminar flames was proposed by Alexander et al. [6] in 2018.
The aforementioned work has been further amended where accuracy was improved and turbulent
flame data was used, albeit with limited success [18,19]. The prediction method described in these
papers is a rudimentary library consisting of a collection of data arrays from which desired values can
be interpolated. The most recent work [18] demonstrates exceptional success when estimating the soot
volume fraction of nine different steady laminar flames when the library comprises data of the same
nine flames being tested.

Theoretically, the rate of soot formation (or destruction) can be thought to depend entirely on
local system characteristics at any point in time t as

d fv(t)
dt

= f (T(t), Yi(t), P(t), fv(t), As(t), . . .), (1)

where T, Yi, P, fv and As are the temperature, the mass fraction of species i, the pressure, the soot volume
fraction (concentration), and the average soot surface area, respectively. The idea of a soot estimator
was based on this assumption that to calculate fv, libraries (like the thermodynamic tables) can be
created in which the values of different variables such as temperature and mass fractions are stored.
However, due to the longer timescales of soot formation as compared to those of flow and gas-phase
chemistry, and the inherent non-linearity of the problem, soot characteristics cannot be considered to
be related only to especially local properties [18]. Veshkini et al. [20] and Kholghy et al. [21] showed
that soot evolution is a stronger function of the temporal history of soot particles than just local
flame characteristics. Therefore, within the soot estimator approach [6,17,18], it was assumed that the
local instantaneous soot volume fraction fv is a function of the temporal history of key variables in a
combustion process. The fundamental formula from which the soot estimator concept was developed
is as follows:

fv(t) = f
(
Th(t), Yi,h(t), Ph(t), fv,h(t), As,h(t), . . .

)
, (2)

where Th, Yi,h, Ph, fv,h and As,h are the temperature time-integrated history, the mass fraction history of
species i, the pressure history, the time-integrated history of soot volume fraction, and the average soot
surface area history, respectively.

By using the soot estimator approach, Alexander et al. [6] and Zimmer et al. [18] showed that
it is possible to estimate soot volume fraction, in an uncoupled manner, by tracking the histories of
certain properties (temperature, species concentration) of fluid parcels. Therefore, only the gas phase
conservation equations for mass, momentum, energy, and species mass fraction need to be solved in
a simulation, and different soot-related terms such as soot nucleation, coagulation, etc., which are
typically included in advanced soot models as well as the statistical particle dynamics equations
(for example, see the equations of conservation of soot aggregate number density and conservation
of soot primary particle number density in the CoFlame code [12]) are not required to be solved.
Therefore, much less computational effort would be needed.

For applying the soot estimator approach, at first, the gas-phase temperature, pressure, species
mass fractions, etc. (the parameters on the right side of Equation (2)) should be obtained from a
validated sooting flame model. Alexander et al. [6] and Zimmer et al. [18] used the CoFlame code to
gather these parameters for nine different flames. Then, in these studies, the Lagrangian temporal
histories of soot-containing fluid parcels were stored. They defined a specific number of dimensions to
the library, corresponding to the variable histories that were being considered, and a specific number of
bins in each dimension. The soot volume fraction resulting from each fluid parcel history, corresponding
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to those variable histories, were then stored in each bin. Due to practical constraints encountered
in those works, only a few parameters could be stored in the library. In Reference [18], three data
dimensions (the histories of temperature, mixture fraction, and hydrogen radical concentration) were
used to estimate fv:

fv(t) ≈ f
(
Th(t), MFh(t), H2,h(t)

)
, (3)

where MFh is the mixture fraction history. In their work [18], 300 bins of refinement in each dimension
was also assumed so that a 300× 300× 300 bin library, from which to interpolate, was created. Using this
approach, the computational cost was kept moderate due to the reasons stated above. Furthermore,
compared to the detailed numerical simulations (obtained from the CoFlame code where the gas-phase,
as well as soot partial differential equations, were solved numerically), the average integrated error
for prediction of the entire soot field across all flames was 0.42% [18]. However, the drawback of the
method became evident when extending to transient and turbulent flows, where the timescales of the
data are much larger, and the limited refinement of the data array becomes evident [17].

From the above discussion, it becomes clear that the accuracy of the approach developed
previously [6,17,18] depends on the number of data dimensions and the number of bins. The work
presented in Reference [18] was limited to three data dimensions and 300 bins of refinement in each
dimension to avoid memory and compute time issues associated with dimensionality. The memory
requirement in this approach [6,17,18] is a serious hindrance. Considering the example of a
300 × 300 × 300 library, the method implemented in the previous work requires multiple arrays
that have lengths equal to the total number of bins, that is 300 × 300 × 300 = 27,000,000. Creating a
1 × 27,000,000 array using MATLAB R2018a requires 0.216 GB. This allows many arrays of the same size
to be created with no issues. However, scaling to an additional dimension in search of further algorithm
capability, the mesh now becomes a 300 × 300 × 300 × 300 field with a total of 8,100,000,000 bins.
Creating a similar array to the one mentioned earlier with the updated number of bins will cost 60.3
GB, and therefore multiple arrays of this size cannot be created on a personal computer. A compromise
in the number of dimensions used, or the number of bins per dimension, must then be made, hindering
the scientific assessment of accuracy.

If the latter approach is chosen and the number of dimensions is increased to four while the number
of bins is decreased to compensate, the idea of sparsity becomes more evident. When increasing the
dimensions of the data field being analyzed, the available data quickly fills a smaller and smaller area
of the entire field. With respect to the bin approach used in previous works, this would mean that the
data would only fill a tiny portion of the millions of available bins. This is an inefficient use of memory
and computational power. However, if added dimensions are not considered, plenty of available data
is essentially discarded as it is not considered at all. These reasons, amongst others, inspired the notion
of discovering a new method with which the post-processing tool can be implemented.

In the current work, a Neural Network is generated and taught by data from the CoFlame
code [12] as a post-processing tool to estimate the soot volume fraction numerically with a low
computational cost at various conditions. As mentioned above, this tool is necessary because,
in industrial device simulations, soot formation is typically neglected or rudimentarily approximated
due to high computational cost. The tool developed in this study would be able to estimate soot
characteristics while it only needs properties from the gas-phase conservation equations (mass,
momentum, energy and species mass fractions) as inputs. Therefore, the cost-benefit would be
considerable since the soot-related terms and equations are not required to be solved in the flow
model (the soot quantities such as volume fraction are obtained from the trained network using the
model data as inputs). In the present study, issues of dimensionality that were observed previously
in the library-based soot estimator models are less prevalent. This advantage will be crucial toward
extending the concept of the soot estimator to transient and turbulent flames. However, it is worth
mentioning that any error in the CFD model results can propagate into the estimator framework
because the input/output datasets are directly obtained from the CFD simulations. As CFD simulations
get more accurate, and more and more data are used to teach the network, this error propagation
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effect will diminish. It should be noted that, to the authors’ best knowledge, the present work is the
first attempt to train artificial neural networks (ANNs) based on detailed modeling of soot formation.
The methodology, fundamentals of ANN, data pre-processing, and network training are discussed in
the following section. In the results section, the ANN predictions as well as its performance and error
analysis are explained.

2. Methodology

Although not an entirely new concept, ANNs have recently become more prevalent due to their
amazing flexibility and plethora of use cases. Before investigating the advantages of this method and
precisely why it was preferred to others, it is important to establish an introductory level of knowledge
about the actual processes going on within the model. A basic representation of the architecture of an
ANN can be seen in Figure 1 below.
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Figure 1. A schematic representation of an artificial neural network.

Inspecting this architecture, it is clear to see that there are three main sections to examine.
Each section can be referred to as a layer; at a minimum, every ANN will have at least three layers,
the input, output, and hidden layers. While every single network is limited to only one input and
one output layer, the number of hidden layers between them can be arbitrarily set to any number,
wholly dependent on the desired accuracy and available computational power [22]. In general,
the simplest ANN has only one hidden layer, while deep neural networks have multiple hidden
layers. Similarly, each layer consists of a number of hidden nodes, or neurons, where calculations
take place. The input and output layers are limited in the number of neurons they can have by the
number of input variables being provided and the number of output variables desired by the user.
Once again, the hidden layers are the flexible part of the network. As such, the number of neurons
in the hidden layers remains unlimited in theory [22]. The basic premise of the network is that any
neuron in a given layer is connected to every single neuron in the layers immediately surrounding
it. Each connection between two neurons has a weight associated with it. The output from a given
neuron is obtained by applying a non-linear function to the weighted sum of inputs to that neuron
and an overall bias. The weights and biases are initially random; however, they are adjusted as the
network learns from the data provided to it. The non-linear function within each neuron that is central
to the calculations is referred to as the activation function [22]. Many functions are available for use;
however, two commonly used ones are the hyperbolic tangent and the rectified linear unit (ReLU)
functions [23]. Figure 2 shows a schematic representation of an individual neuron unit, including the
various inputs and outputs. The figure depicts inputs x1, x2, . . . xj, each with a corresponding weight
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w1, w2, . . . wj, the summation function with bias, b, and the activation function f, which leads to the
output. In addition, the hyperbolic tangent as well as ReLU activation functions are shown in Figure 3.
As can be seen, tanh can only vary between −1 and 1. Moreover, tanh, as well as it’s derivative, are both
monotonic functions. Put more explicitly, the output of a neuron with the hyperbolic tangent activation
function is

f (s) = tanh(s) =
(es
− e−s)

(es + e−s)
, s =

j∑
i=1

wixi + b, (4)

and for the ReLU activation function, it is

f (s) = ReLU(s) =
{
0, s < 0
s, s ≥ 0

, (5)
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In the present study, the concept of supervised learning is utilized. Supervised learning is a type of
machine learning model in which the relationship between the input and output of a system is obtained
based on a given training sample of input-output pairs. The objective of supervised learning is to
teach an artificial system like the neural network a way to map inputs to outputs, using the prescribed
structure, so that the output can quickly be determined for any set of inputs fed [24]. For supervised
learning, the entire data set is often split into three subsections; the training, validation, and testing sets.
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The training set is usually the largest and it comprises the data that is fed into the network as a way
for it to learn from the data and adjust itself based on the error. The validation set is used to measure
the generalization of the network—essentially how well the network will perform with unseen data.
This subset is particularly important because it will serve to provide an indicator as when to stop
training. If the generalization of the network stops improving, the training will be discontinued as a
means of preventing overfitting, which is when the neural network over-trains itself such that it is
well-suited to the particular training data, but will not reproduce results well that are outside of this
data set. The testing data set is very similar to the validation set, in that they both consist of unseen
data not used for training, with the only difference being the fact that the testing set has no impact
on the learning done by the network. Therefore, it simply exists as a way to provide an independent
measure of success.

In the current study, a backpropagation algorithm is applied to train the network. The specific
algorithm used is referred to as ‘Levenberg-Marquardt backpropagation’. The method is used
to determine the optimal network weights and biases which minimize error. In general, in the
backpropagation algorithms, for every input-output pair in the training set, the input is first received
and processed by the network and an output is obtained. The output on the first iteration is calculated
by using randomly assigned weights and biases. The calculated output is then compared to the actual
desired output from the input-output pair and an error is found. This error is then propagated back
through the layers of the network and the weights of each connection and the biases of each neuron
are adjusted accordingly. The process is then simply repeated until a global minimum of the error is
found. For example, in the Levenberg-Marquardt training algorithm, the weight and bias values are
updated using the following formula [25,26]:

Xk+1 = Xk −
[
JTJ + µI

]−1
JTer, (6)

where X stands for the weights or biases, er is the vector of network errors, µ is called regularization
parameter or combination coefficient and is a positive number adjusted by the algorithm, and J is the
Jacobian matrix comprising first derivatives of the network errors with respect to the weights and
biases. The J matrix is typically calculated using the backpropagation algorithm stated above [25,26].
It is worth mentioning that the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is the combination of the gradient
descent and the Newton algorithms. When µ is very close to zero, the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm
converts to the Newton algorithm. Conversely, when µ is very large, it becomes the gradient descent
method. It should be also noted that the mentioned algorithm does not always work properly, as the
network may get stuck on a local minimum. More information about the Levenberg-Marquardt
algorithm as well as proof of the above equation are available in Reference [26].

ANNs have been successfully used to represent the chemistry in the simulation of laminar and
turbulent flames with satisfactory results, negligible memory demand, and low computational cost
(see References [27–37]). In addition, it should be pointed out that in a few fundamental studies,
ANNs were trained using experimental data and then applied to predict soot properties. For instance,
Inal et al. [38] experimentally studied soot characteristics in laminar, premixed, hydrocarbon fuel/
oxygen/argon flames, and utilized ANN models to forecast the soot concentrations and particle sizes.
At first, the soot characteristics were measured using classical light scattering techniques. Then,
by using the input/output data sets obtained from the experiments, two neural network models were
developed. In that work, the authors explained that they were not able to train and test a network to
predict the soot number density with sufficient accuracy, due to great uncertainty in the determination
of this parameter and a large minimum-maximum range.

In another study, Inal [39] developed a network to estimate PAH concentrations in laminar,
premixed n-heptane/oxygen/argon and n-heptane/oxygen/oxygenate/argon flames. For data acquisition,
an experimental study was performed. It was shown that the PAH amount was a strong function of
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equivalence ratio, mole fractions of C4 species, and presence of fuel oxygenates. The present study
advances upon these works with full ex-situ prediction of soot concentration using ANNs.

In the present work, the input/output datasets are obtained from the CoFlame code [12].
CoFlame has been used extensively by multiple research groups to study a wide variety of
axisymmetric laminar diffusion flames including those at microgravity and high pressure [40–42].
It is worth mentioning that CoFlame solves for soot primary particle number density and
soot aggregate number density equations in addition to the conservation equations for mass,
momentum, energy, and species mass [12]. The CoFlame sectional particle dynamics model contains
nucleation, PAH condensation, HACA surface growth, surface coagulation, oxidation, fragmentation,
particle diffusion, and thermophoresis. Radiation is also modeled using the discrete-ordinates
method [12]. The boundary conditions and the coordinates (r and z) utilized in the code as well as the
structure of a laminar coflow diffusion flame are shown in Figure 4.
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The results of the simulations of eight different ethylene–air laminar flames at atmospheric
pressure are considered in the current study (see Table 1). These flames range from low to moderate
soot volume fraction. The computed peak values, obtained from the CoFlame code (Veshkini et al. [20]),
are reported in Table 1. For each flame, the values of eleven key variables including temperature (T),
mixture fraction (MF), oxygen (O2), carbon monoxide (CO), carbon dioxide (CO2), hydrogen (H2),
water (H2O), hydroxide (OH), acetylene (C2H2), benzene (A1), and soot volume fraction (fv) are
gathered. As an example, the temperature contours for the flames SM32 and SM80 are shown in
Figure 5. It should be pointed out that the first eight variables are considered key variables found in
any combustion system. However, acetylene and benzene are included since they are the major species
which result in PAH formation and hence affect soot inception and surface reactions. The soot volume
fraction is the output in the present study.
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Table 1. The main characteristics of eight laminar flames (Experimental works of a Smooke et al. [43],
and b Shaddix and Smyth [44] referred to as “SMXX” and “SYXX”, respectively).

Flame Code Fuel Composition
(Volume)

Fuel Velocity
(cm/s)

Air Velocity
(cm/s)

Inner Diameter
(mm)

Computed
Peak fv (ppm)

SM32 a 32% C2H4/68% N2 35 35 4 0.12
SM40 a 40% C2H4/60% N2 35 35 4 0.36
SM60 a 60% C2H4/40% N2 35 35 4 1.68

SM80.2 a 80% C2H4/20% N2 17.5 17.5 4 1.80
SM80 a 80% C2H4/20% N2 35 35 4 3.21
SY41 b 100% C2H4 4.1 8.7 11 12.65
SY46 b 100% C2H4 4.6 8.7 11 14.76
SY48 b 100% C2H4 4.8 8.7 11 16.39Energies 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 9 of 27 
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CoFlame code.

As previously mentioned, one of the problems associated with the binning process that was used
in previous works is that it scales extremely poorly to added dimensions [6,17,18]. This also leads to
large amounts of data being left unused (compare Equation (3) with Equation (2)). As a result, one of
the first aspects that were explored with the ANN model was to increase the input parameters to
exceed the three or four previously used.

In this study, similar to the work of Zimmer et al. [18], the Lagrangian histories of soot-containing
fluid parcels are considered as the input datasets, and one network is trained for all the flames.
In other words, the temperature history (Th), mixture fraction history (MFh), oxygen history
(O2,h), carbon monoxide history (COh), carbon dioxide history (CO2,h), hydrogen history (H2,h),
water history (H2Oh), hydroxide history (OHh), acetylene history (C2H2,h), and benzene history (A1h)
are calculated and considered as the input dataset. To calculate the Lagrangian histories and create the
library/data-frame the following steps are taken:

(1) Gathering numerical data: as mentioned, the values of different parameters (such as temperature
and oxygen) for the eight flames are gathered.
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(2) Extracting pathlines: each pathline p was computed from the following ordinary differential
equation:

d
→

Xp

dt
=
→
u
(
→

Xp(t), t
)
,
→

Xp,t0 =
→

Xp,0, p = 1, 2, . . . , Np, (7)

where
→

Xp is the current point in space of a fluid parcel which may contain soot, and which follows

the fluid velocity
→
u with respect to time t. In addition,

→

Xp,0 is the initial position for each pathline
and Np is the total number of pathlines.

(3) Computing histories from pathlines: The history of a variable referred to the time integration of a
given variable over its entire existence; for soot that is from inception to oxidation (that is along a
pathline). For instance, for a general variable (Z), the history of Z is defined as:

Zh =

∫
pathline

Z
(
→

X, t
)

dt, (8)

In previous studies [6,17,18], a specific number of bins was defined to divide the range of
each history.

(4) Storing soot concentrations: once the histories were computed for each fluid parcel pathline,
the histories, as well as the associated soot concentration values, were stored in the libraries [6,17,18].

(5) Concatenating the eight libraries/data-frames and generating one library/data-frame.

The key parts of the mentioned steps and the model flow are shown schematically in Figure 6.
As can be seen, after training the network and finding the soot volume fraction along each fluid
parcel pathline, linear interpolation is used to distribute the estimated fv on the r-z coordinate system
(see Figure 6). It should be noted that in previous works [6,17,18], the aforementioned steps, as well as
the interpolation method, were comprehensively discussed. Therefore, the interested reader is referred
to those studies for more information.
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Initially, all the ten input variables mentioned above were fed to the ANN. However, it was
found that this would lead to the network finishing training within one iteration and thus returning
extremely poor results. When this occurs, it is almost always indicative of an issue with the data or
the network. Upon further investigation, it was determined that there were two variables, namely
A1h and H2Oh, which when used in any combination with other variables would lead to the same
issues. This behavior might be due to multicollinearity [45–48]. In fact, multicollinearity happens when
the input variables are highly correlated (for instance, in the soot formation study, there is a strong
correlation between C2H2,h and A1h) and they have a strong correlation with the output. In regression
analysis, this may result in poor fitting [45–48]. In the current work, the two variables (A1h and H2Oh)
were simply omitted from subsequent training of the network (it should be noted that from a physical
perspective, it is not that A1h is not an important driver of aromatic growth and soot formation in this
case, but rather that other input sets produce better results). Upon completion of some brief testing,
it was determined that using all of the remaining eight variables as input parameters showed the most
promise in terms of decreasing the overall error and improving reliability. It is important to emphasize
again that these inputs were histories of variables as opposed to values in a given instant of time.
This hysteresis method is necessary because the timescales associated with soot formation tend to be
much longer than those of combustion chemistry. Furthermore, it should be noted that the concept of
tracking the time history was also used by Aceves et al. [49] for fast prediction of HCCI combustion
with an ANN linked to the KIVA3V fluid mechanics code. In addition, in the work of Christo et al. [28],
in order to reduce the dependency of the ANN model on the selection of training sets for modeling
turbulent flames, the input parameters were integrated over a prescribed reaction time.

As expected, an increase in runtime along with significantly improved results was realized with
the additional input parameters when compared to the original three input variables (Th, MFh, H2,h)
from previous work [18]. Furthermore, the repeatability of the results, where previously the exact
same network would give largely varying results on several subsequent runs, was now much better.
Nonetheless, variation will always be present to some degree, so it is a matter of limiting it as opposed
to eliminating it. The reason this issue exists is the random nature behind the assignment of the initial
weights paired with the random splitting of the entire data set into the training, validation, and testing
sets (in this work, 80% of the entire dataset was randomly selected for training, 10% for validation, and
10% for testing). The randomness of the initial weights has a far smaller impact due to the fact that if
the network works successfully it will always reach the global minimum. However, the data splitting
does have a significant effect on the final results since the same network may be learning with different
training data sets in successive runs, depending on how it is split. In this study, as an overall trend,
the variability of these results decreased dramatically with the introduction of more input parameters.

From the onset of this study, there were some items of interest that were identified to have
the potential to improve the performance of the ANN. Namely, these included data pre-processing,
the number of input variables, the combination of input variables, the training method, the number of
hidden layers and the number of neurons per hidden layer, and the activation function used.

As will be shown, data pre-processing had a considerable impact in this study. The results prior to
the pre-processing were especially poor as they were not always physically realistic. Even though in the
area where the flame is sooting the ANN returned fairly accurate results, the surrounding area where
the soot volume fraction should be zero still had soot predicted for it. Not only was soot predicted
there, but there were also regions of the predicted 2D field with negative concentrations. As negative
values are unphysical, this was a very concerning result that had to be fixed if the estimators were to
be of any use in the future.

The idea of data pre-processing was implemented in a work by Christo et al. [28]. In their
study, a data pre-processing technique, called the histogram redistribution, was used to overcome the
difficulties in achieving convergence of the network. This technique was based on using a nonlinear
function, such as a natural logarithm, to transform the distorted or skewed distribution of the PDF
into a more uniform one without changing the structure of the samples. Then, the transformed input
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datasets were used to train and test the neural network. Berger et al. [50] also suggested that taking the
logarithm of the data before feeding it into the network significantly reduced errors when exploring
data in a 3D or higher-dimensional space. After implementing the log transformation concept in the
present study, significantly improved results were obtained. In the subsequent paragraphs, the process
by which extensive fine-tuning of the network was completed is discussed. It is worth mentioning
that several soot concentration predictions from the ANN with and without data pre-processing are
presented in the results section.

The training method of an ANN refers to the actual method by which the weights and the biases
of connections are adjusted during training. MATLAB R2018a allows for the selection of a variety of
training methods [51]. For a given problem it is difficult to judge which training method will have the
best performance without rigorous testing, as it is dependent on a concoction of factors, including the
complexity of the problem, the number of data points, the number of weights and biases in the network,
and many more. In this study, only two training methods were considered. The first method that
was considered was the default method, called ‘Levenberg-Marquardt’ (which was explained in the
methodology section) [25,26,52]. Additionally, the Scaled Conjugate Gradient (SCG) method [53] was
also examined. This method is a class of conjugate gradient algorithms which are typically used for
large-scale unconstrained optimization. However, since the theory behind this method is complex and
beyond the scope of the present study, only the fundamentals are briefly discussed here. Consider the
minimization of a function f (x) of n variables. Conjugate gradient methods minimize this function with
iterations of the form xk+1 = xk + αkdk, where αk and dk are called the step length (always positive) and
the search direction, respectively. It should be noted that if dk = −∇ f (xk), the steepest descent method

is obtained. While by assuming dk = −∇ f (xk).
[
∇

2 f (xk)
]−1

, the Newton algorithm is attained [54].
However, the SCG method proposed by Moller [53] is much more complicated. It is based on conjugate
directions, but unlike other conjugate gradient methods, a line search at each iteration is not performed
in this algorithm [53,55]. In the current study, the SCG was only brought into consideration due to
the fact that if it were used as opposed to the Levenberg-Marquardt method, it would allow for the
use of GPU (graphics processing unit) processing [51]. Since GPUs are effective at completing matrix
mathematics, they prove to be extremely efficient for use in complex neural networks [56–58]. However,
in our study, upon completing initial testing it was clear to see that the Scaled Conjugate Gradient
gave far worse results which were not compensated for by the faster runtime. Therefore, the method
was disregarded and further testing in the study was conducted with Levenberg-Marquardt training.

The last three parameters that were outlined to be tested initially were all done in tandem
through the use of a grid search [59,60]. This technique essentially involves running through every
possible combination of parameters to determine which single combination would give the best results.
It should be pointed out that in general, manual search and grid search are the most extensively used
approaches for hyper-parameter optimization. The major disadvantage of manual search is the fact
that although a good result may be obtained, it is easy to miss the best result as only a select amount of
combinations is considered. On the other hand, grid search suffers from the curse of dimensionality,
as it quickly becomes too computationally-taxing to go through every single possibility for the network.
However, in general, grid search is reliable in low dimensional spaces and typically results in a better
configuration than would be obtained by purely manual sequential optimization in the same amount
of time [61]. In the present study, 110 different combinations of the number of hidden layers and
number of neurons per hidden layer were considered, along with two different activation functions
(rectified linear unit and hyperbolic tangent). In fact, the number of hidden layers in the grid search
was changed from 2 to 7, while the number of neurons per hidden layer was in the range of 3 to 25
(as demonstrated in the results, increasing the number of neurons causes the computational time
to increase significantly. Consequently, the number of neurons per hidden layer was limited to 25).
Additionally, each of the combinations was run five times to ensure repeatability. The main trends
obtained from this study will be shown in the next section. Since the procedure was computationally
expensive, parallel processing was used. The testing process utilized Compute Canada’s Niagara
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supercomputer and 40 CPUs. Using multiple clusters on Niagara allowed for several networks to be
run concurrently as opposed to having to run one at a time. This allowed for far more testing to take
place and ultimately helped in obtaining the final network architecture much faster than otherwise
would have been possible.

3. Results and Discussion

Before going into detailed predictive results from the network, it is important to first examine the
vast improvements associated with data pre-processing. This simple change in the network process
led to the greatest advancement of the network’s predictive accuracy. As mentioned above, a detailed
examination of the training dataset showed that the model accuracy and convergence depend on the
nonuniformity and skewness in the distribution of the input dataset. A typical example is shown in
Figure 7a for a highly skewed distribution of samples for the temporal history of oxygen (O2,h) before
data pre-processing.
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In statistical analyses, the data transformation concept is widely used to address skewed data [62].
Quite often data arising in real studies are far from the symmetric bell-shaped distribution and are
so skewed that standard statistical analyses of these data become difficult and may yield inaccurate
results [62]. Therefore, when the data distribution is non-normal and skewed, data transformations are
utilized to make the data as ‘normal’ as possible [62]. The log transformation is the most common
among the different kinds of data transformations [62,63]. Figure 7b shows that after using the log
transformation in the present study, the data distribution (the histogram) has improved significantly
and is closer to bell-shaped and resembles a normal distribution. Similar results were observed by
Christo et al. [28]. For testing normality, the easiest approach is to compare the histograms to the
normal probability curves (shown as solid lines in this figure). The log transformation was used here
for the entire input set (since the data distribution of all the input variables were skewed), and then the
transferred set was used as the training set for the neural network.

The results shown in Figure 8 depict the 2D soot volume fraction contours for the SY48 flame
(see Table 1) obtained from the network with architecture of {8,5,3} (this notation means we have 3
hidden layers; 8 neurons in the first layer, 5 neurons in the second layer, and 3 neurons in the third
layer (see Figure 1 for more information about the hidden layers)), eight inputs/one output (shown in
Figure 6 and discussed in the previous section), and the tanh activation function. The stark difference
between the results before and after the pre-processing was applied can be seen. Figure 8b highlights
the poor results obtained without pre-processing when compared to the computed data (Figure 8a).
As is experimentally known, only the flame and the area directly surrounding it can produce soot while
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the area outside of that has a soot volume fraction equal to zero. However, in Figure 8b there is soot
predicted in the areas farther from the flame (notice the color difference between the computed and
predicted figures). Furthermore, there are significant areas where the prediction is negative—something
that is physically impossible. When examining Figure 8c, it is clear that these issues are no longer
present, and the network is able to predict a soot volume fraction of zero where appropriate. However,
it is important to note the apparent deterioration in results obtained in the sooting area in Figure 8c.
Clearly, even though the overall results improved significantly (in terms of relative integrated error
calculated over the entirety of the 2D field), the soot accuracy in the producing area suffered as a result,
and thus the ensuing attempts at improving the network were focused on this region in particular.Energies 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 14 of 27 
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Aside from only examining particular results, it is imperative to look for overall trends that
can be found in the grid search results. The grid search procedure reveals numerous trends in the
results that can provide valuable information toward understanding these highly complex algorithms.
The first trend that was observed is that calculations of complex architectures of several hidden layers
and many neurons within each layer took significant runtime even with the parallelization in place.
For instance, total run time (5 executions) for the networks with architectures of {15,15,15,15,15} (that is
5 hidden layers and 15 neurons within each layer), {15,15,15,15,15,15}, and {25,25,25} were 20.07, 27.45,
and 47.08 h, respectively. In addition, the network predictions were often incorrect and unreliable,
and the errors were extremely large. This is most likely due to the problem of overfitting where the
model tunes itself so well to the training data that it no longer generalizes well to other data. In fact,
deep neural networks make models more complex, and in a complex model it is more likely to have
overfitting. Therefore, to develop a computationally efficient model (which is one of the main purposes
of this study) and to prevent the problem of overfitting, shallower networks were focused on hereafter.

Furthermore, it was found that out of the two activation functions tested, the rectified linear
unit gave far worse results when compared with the hyperbolic tangent. For instance, the average
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relative error of the peak fv (over 5 executions and based on the input/output datasets obtained from
the eight flames in Table 1 (training errors)) for the networks with architectures of {15,10}, {10,5,3},
and {5,5,5,5} with the rectified linear unit activation function were 445.66, 1.3 × 104 and 165.25%,
respectively. However, by using the hyperbolic tangent activation function, the error for the mentioned
architectures was reduced to 73.23, 139.28, and 42.58%, respectively. Similar trends were observed for
other networks considered in the grid search. Therefore, only the hyperbolic tangent function was
considered after this point.

As mentioned, a variety of architectures were tested, including some where the number of neurons
in each layer remains the same and some where the number of neurons in each layer decreases with
layer number, as if converging towards the output. It was found that networks with equal-numbered
amounts of neurons in each layer were more consistent overall and delivered better results (for example,
see the errors related to the networks with architectures of {15,10}, {10,5,3}, and {5,5,5,5} mentioned
above). Similar observations were reported by Christo et al. [27] and de Villiers and Barnard [64]. In the
work of Christo et al. [27], it was explained that substantial differences in the number of neurons result
in a bottleneck junction of information so that the convergence of the algorithm is severely affected.

In the previous section, it was discussed that each network in our grid search was run five times
to ensure repeatability. Overall, in this investigation, a lot of architectures showed good results for
three or four out of the five runs. As an example, consider the network with the architecture of {10,5,3}.
For this network, the relative errors of the peak fv for five executions were 15.21, 36.63, 16.98, 601.2,
and 26.38% (average: 139.28%). As mentioned before, the variability is caused by the random splitting
of the data into training/validation/testing subsets as well as random initialization of weights and
biases. In the current study, a slightly higher error along with consistent results was preferred over a
very low error occurring sporadically for the purpose of practical usability.

It is worth mentioning that, in the present study, to choose the optimal network architecture out
of the 110 potential options, in addition to the analyses stated above (for instance, monitoring the
network performance, the mean squared error, the relative error of the peak soot volume fraction ( fv)
and the computational time), other errors such as the integrated fv relative errors were examined.
The integrated fv represents the volumetric integration of the soot concentration in the whole domain
and was calculated as [18]:

fv,int =
x

V
2πr fv(r, z) dr dz, (9)

where fv,int provides quantification of the overall soot formation in the whole domain.
Upon analyzing all the results (eliminating networks with inconsistent results, large errors,

and high computational cost), the final network that was chosen was the {10,10,10,10} (4 hidden layers
and 10 neurons within each layer) since this network architecture exhibited excellent balance between
runtime and performance. Its average fv,int error over five runs was 10.9%, peaking at 13.9% and going
as low as 7.4%. When compared to the average error of 10.2% for the {10,10,10,10,10} architecture,
the small decrease in error was accompanied by an increase in runtime of 0.9 h.

As stated in the introduction, the network was first trained with eight laminar flames and then
used to predict the soot volume fraction for the exact same flames. This sort of evaluation is done to
ensure that the network is able to accurately predict the flame characteristics for which it is trained.
In addition to that test, two more rigorous tests were performed using two new datasets to check the
ability of the network to predict the soot concentration for new laminar diffusion flames. As shown in
Table 2, the first rigorous test is based on the experimental study of Santoro et al. [65] and the second
one is based on the work of Cepeda et al. [66]. In order to perform these tests, Lagrangian fluid parcel
tracking was employed with pre-computed CFD simulation data and the following histories were first
calculated: Th, MFh, O2,h, COh, CO2,h, H2,h, OHh, and C2H2,h. Then, these eight parameters were used
as input variables and the soot concentrations that were predicted by the network were compared with
the CFD results.
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Table 2. The characteristics of two flames used as unseen data for the rigorous test (experimental work
of a Santoro et al. [65]; experimental and numerical studies of b Cepeda et al. [66]).

Flame Code Fuel Composition
(Volume)

Fuel Velocity
(cm/s)

Air Velocity
(cm/s)

Inner Diameter
(mm)

Computed
Peak fv (ppm)

SA a 100% C2H4 5.06 13.3 11.1 10.74
CE b 100% C2H4 2.42 26.55 10.32 6.13

The chosen network architecture ({10,10,10,10}) was run another five times, this time one at a
time as opposed to consecutively, such that the error could be analyzed after every run instead of only
at the end of the 5th one. This was done in search of the lowest possible error for the different tests
mentioned above. Even though the network returns consistent results, there is still potential for it
to have an even lower error due to the inherent variability present in the network predictions from
run-to-run. It is worth mentioning that the runtime was approximately 50 min for a single training to
complete and was done using four available cores on an average desktop computer through the use
of MATLAB’s Parallel Computing Toolbox and the parpool function. This can be done much faster
through the use of supercomputer clusters, but was timed on a regular workstation to act as a gauge
for how long the typical user would have to run the tool.

At the end, one network which had the best performance among five trained networks for both
tests mentioned above (namely, eight flames explained in Table 1 and two flames discussed in Table 2)
was selected. Table 3 shows the relative errors in predicting soot concentration for all eight flames
that were used to train this network. It includes the relative errors of integrated fv along the centerline
and the streamline of maximum soot, the maximum fv, and the integrated fv in the whole domain.
As shown, the average integrated soot volume fraction error over the whole domain is 8.08%.

Table 3. Relative errors between the CFD and the predicted data by ANN for eight flames used to train
the network.

Flame Code fv along the Centerline (%) fv along the Streamline of Max Soot (%) Peak fv (%) Integrated fv (%)

SM32 31.54 8.59 11.15 6.07
SM40 7.66 15.83 29.69 31.64
SM60 11.09 25.36 6.23 4.79

SM80.2 45.3 8.24 10.2 1.91
SM80 12.65 6.03 16.74 2.14
SY41 2.71 16.82 39.92 10.91
SY46 3.85 21.66 33.98 6.25
SY48 1.79 13.76 23.99 0.93

Average 14.58 14.54 21.49 8.08

Table 4, by contrast, shows the relative errors obtained from our rigorous tests for SA and CE
flames using this network. As can be seen, for the SA flame, the relative errors are less than 20% and,
in particular, the integrated fv error is 4.66%. However, for the CE flame, the errors are higher and the
integrated fv error reaches 63.43%, mainly due to deviation of its dataset from the model’s dynamic
range (similar observations were reported by Christo et al. [27] and Heinlein et al. [67]). For example,
in the simulation of the CE flame, the fuel inlet velocity was assumed to be uniform and equal to
2.42 cm/s. For other nine flames discussed in the present work, the CFD results were based on the
parabolic inlet velocity assumption and the minimum averaged fuel velocity was 4.1 cm/s (hence,
the minimum fuel inlet velocity was 8.2 cm/s at the centerline, which was around 3.4 times more than
the inlet velocity in the simulation of the CE flame). This degradation of accuracy, which occurs when
the modelled samples are far enough outside the model’s working range, highlights the importance of
broadening the training datasets to represent the input/output combinations over a wide dynamic
range. It should be pointed out that the lack of data is one of the main reasons why machine-learning
programs often fail to predict expected results [68]. Therefore, in future research, more flames will be
simulated and validated, and more data will be added to the training dataset so that the network’s
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dynamic range will be expanded, making it the major advantage of this framework. It is worth
mentioning that although more rigorous tests must be conducted to find the network performance,
the range of errors for the CE flame is still very promising compared to many available CFD models
that predict soot properties with about a one or two order-of-magnitude error.

Table 4. Relative errors between the CFD and the predicted data by ANN for two flames used to test
the network.

Flame Code fv along the Centerline (%) fv along the Streamline of Max Soot (%) Peak fv (%) Integrated fv (%)

SA 12.07 3.5 19.64 4.66
CE 61.22 73.09 52.79 63.43

Figures 9–11 demonstrate how our proposed network predicts the soot volume fraction
(concentration) field for the eight flames stated in Table 1. To obtain these results, as explained
in the methodology and demonstrated in Figure 6, the linear interpolation was performed. As shown
in these figures, the network predicts the overall soot concentration field very well. The magnitude
of the point of maximum soot is accurately predicted. All areas around the sooting region have a
concentration value of zero. Furthermore, soot concentration distributions along the centerline and
the streamline of maximum values are also properly estimated. It is worth mentioning that to keep
the paper concise and to explain the details of the network predictions in different ways, 2D plots
are presented for 4 flames (see Figure 9), and variations along the centerline and the streamline of
maximum soot are revealed for the other 4 flames (see Figures 10 and 11). These figures are discussed
in more details in the following paragraphs.

As shown in Figure 9a, for the flame SM80, the shape of the soot field is accurately captured by the
ANN prediction. However, compared to the original case, the high-soot zone predicted by the ANN is
slightly longer and thicker. Near the centerline when the distance from the burner exit is between 4.8
and 6 cm, the discrepancy is more noticeable. At the centerline, the maximum soot values are 1.176
and 1.038 ppm for the ANN and the original cases, respectively. In addition, the peak soot values in
the entire domain are 3.75 and 3.21 ppm (see Table 1) for the ANN and the original cases, respectively.

Figure 9b shows the soot volume fraction fields for the SY41 flame. In general, the ANN prediction
is in good agreement with the CFD results. The sooting region predicted by the ANN is slightly longer
in comparison with the original case. However, the high-soot zone (where soot is more than 6 ppm)
estimated by the network is slightly shorter and thinner. Moreover, as shown, fv predicted by the
network reaches a peak at 17.70 ppm, while the original fv obtained from CFD peaks at 12.65 ppm
(see Table 1). To present more details, it should be pointed out that, at the centerline, the soot volume
fraction peaks at 1.96 and 1.91 ppm for the original and the ANN cases, respectively. In addition,
there are slight and insignificant fluctuations in the ANN prediction when z is between 1.5 and 3 cm
(see the red arrow in Figure 9b). It only happens in a limited small area at the boundary of the soot
domain and can be due to the overfitting problem. Attempts were made to eliminate these fluctuations
by changing our network architecture, but were unsuccessful.

In Figure 9c the soot volume fraction fields for the SY46 flame are shown. As can be seen, the length
of sooting region predicted by the network is 20% greater than that obtained from the CoFlame code.
In addition, the length of the high-soot concentration zone (where soot is more than 6 ppm) estimated
by the network is 23% longer and 6% thicker. In this figure, the fluctuations in the ANN prediction
at the boundary of the soot domain when z is between 1.4 and 3.2 cm are also visible. Additionally,
the maximum fv predicted by the network and calculated by the CoFlame code are 19.78 and 14.76 ppm,
respectively. For the fv along the centerline, the relative error is only 3.85% in this case.
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The original and ANN predicted soot volume fraction fields for the SY48 flame are shown in
Figure 9d. As illustrated, both the length of the soot domain (non-zero values) and the length of the
high-soot zone (where soot is more than 8 ppm) predicted by the network are greater compared to the
original cases. Meanwhile, the thickness of high-soot zone is almost the same. Moreover, the fv reaches
a peak at 20.32 and 16.39 ppm for the ANN and the original cases, respectively. In this figure, slight
fluctuations in the ANN prediction when z is between 1.5 and 3.5 cm are also present.

Figures 10 and 11 show the variations of soot volume fraction along the centerline and the
streamline of maximum soot for flames SM32, SM40, SM60, and SM80.2. The predictions of the
proposed network as well as the CFD results are plotted. As can be seen, in general, there is very good
agreement between the ANN and the CFD results and the trends of changes are accurately captured.
However, it is worth mentioning that for the SM32 flame, in general, the network underestimates the
soot concentration along the centerline and the streamline of maximum soot. A different tendency can
be seen in SM40 flame, where the network underestimates and overestimates fv along the centerline and
along the streamline of maximum soot, respectively. For the SM60 flame, the network underestimates
the soot concentration along the streamline of maximum soot, while it shows very good prediction along
the centerline. Conversely, for the SM80.2 flame, the network underestimates the soot concentration
along the centerline, while its prediction along the streamline of maximum soot is slightly shifted
compared with the CFD results.
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Figure 10. Comparison of experimentally-validated CFD results and those obtained from the ANN for
different flames along the centerline.
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Figure 11. Comparison of experimentally-validated CFD results and those obtained from the ANN for
different flames along the streamline of maximum soot.

Figures 12–15 reveal the results of a more rigorous test, wherein the network was used to predict
the soot concentration for SA and CE flames mentioned in Table 2. As can be seen, the network predicts
the overall soot field for the SA flame very well. However, as stated above, the error is higher for the
CE flame. In Figure 12, it is shown that for the SA flame, by using the proposed network, fv reaches a
peak of 12.85 ppm and the high-soot zone becomes shorter than the same respective area in the 2D
plot obtained from the numerical solution of the flame. It should be noted that in the CFD results,
the maximum fv for SA flame is equal to 10.74 ppm. In addition, as shown in Figures 14 and 15,
the network predicts the soot concentration for the SA flame along the centerline and the streamline of
maximum soot with only a slight discrepancy.

Figure 13 shows that although our network is able to predict the soot zone size and shape for
the CE flame accurately, the values of fv are underestimated. As shown, based on the network results,
the fv peaks at 2.9 ppm. However, the maximum value of fv according to our CFD results is 6.13 ppm.
Figures 14 and 15 also demonstrate that the network underestimates the soot concentration for the
CE flame along the centerline and the streamline of maximum soot (the values of relative errors are
reported in Table 4). As mentioned above, this degradation in performance happens if the modelled
compositions deviate significantly from the network’s working range.
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Figure 14. Comparison of experimentally-validated CFD results and those obtained from the ANN
along the centerline for the flames used to test the network.
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Figure 15. Comparison of experimentally-validated CFD results and those obtained from the ANN
along the streamline of maximum soot for the flames used to test the network.

All the errors mentioned above are relative because the range of fv in this study is wide, from around
0.1 to 20 ppm. In general, for the flames with low fv the absolute error was also very low (for example
around 10−4). Conversely, the flames with high fv had absolute errors in the order of magnitude of 1.
To display the graphs of absolute error in an easy-to-read way, the following equation was developed
firstly:

e =

∣∣∣∣∫ 1
0 2πr fv(r, z) dr −

∫ 1
0 2πr fv,ANN(r, z) dr

∣∣∣∣∫ 1
0 2πr dr

, (10)

In the above equation, the error e is a function of z (height) only, due to averaging in the radial
direction. It is worth mentioning that taking the average of soot volume fraction over one direction
(here r direction) reduces the error fluctuations significantly and makes the error behavior more obvious
without obfuscating it. The domain r ∈ [0, 1] was chosen since it covers all the soot regions in all the ten
flames discussed above. Figure 16a shows the results obtained from the above equation for the flames
SM32, SY48, SA, and CE. As can be seen, for the flame SM32, the error reaches a peak of around 10−4

while for the other three flames the maximum error is slightly less than 1 (noting that the scale of the
vertical axis is logarithmic). However, as shown in Tables 1 and 2, the peak fv for these flames are 0.12,
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16.39, 10.74, and 6.13, respectively. By normalizing the error graphs with the peak fv, the percentage of
error can be obtained:

eN =
e

fv,peak
, (11)

Figure 16b shows the variations of eN versus height. As demonstrated, when z is less than 4 cm,
the CE flame has the highest error among these flames (this was shown in Figure 13 and was discussed
above comprehensively). For the SA and SY48 flames, eN fluctuates more but is less than 2%. For the
SM32 flame, the normalized error is clearly less than 0.5%. It should be pointed out that, to analyse
the soot estimator concept, different types of errors, especially relative errors (similar to the errors
defined in this study), must be used because the problem is challenging, and the range of the soot
concentration and the number of the flames are vast.
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Figure 16. The variations of average error versus height: (a) absolute error; (b) absolute error normalized
with the peak soot volume fraction.

4. Conclusions and Future Works

In this study, a supervised Artificial Neural Network (ANN) technique was used to accurately
estimate the soot concentration fields in laminar diffusion flames. Eight different ethylene/air flames at
various operating conditions were modeled using the CoFlame code. Then, the Lagrangian histories of
soot-containing fluid parcels were considered as the input dataset. The effects of data pre-processing,
number of input parameters, random splitting, and training method on the network performance
and results were discussed. A grid search procedure was used to study the effects of the number
of hidden layers, number of neurons, and the activation functions. In conclusion, the {10,10,10,10}
network architecture together with eight input parameters, the Levenberg-Marquardt training method,
and the hyperbolic tangent activation function were identified as the most effective framework.

The resulting network was tested in two different ways: (1) it was applied to predict the soot
volume fraction for all eight flames that were used in the training phase; (2) two new flames were
then introduced to the network and its predictions were analyzed. In general, the network predicts
the overall soot field accurately and efficiently. However, some degradation in the accuracy becomes
noticeable once the datasets deviate significantly from the network’s dynamic range. It is also shown
in this study that the ANN approach scales extremely well to added dimensions, which is an important
step for exploring more complex cases such as transient and turbulent sooting flames (where timescales
of the data are much larger). Overall, this study demonstrates the potential of the soot estimator to be
implemented through the use of neural networks.

In machine learning, the accuracy of the predictions is related to how close the target properties
are to the training datasets. To improve the estimator’s predictions and test the network at
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different conditions, more flames should be simulated using the CoFlame code and validated against
experimental measurements. In this case, the training and testing datasets are expanded so that
the issue of the lack of data can be resolved and the network’s dynamic range can be developed.
In addition, it is intended for the next step to use the estimator tool for predicting soot characteristics in
transient and turbulent flames. In the next step, similar to the concept presented in the present study,
machine-learning and deep-learning programs will be used as post-processing tools to estimate the
soot characteristics based on the soot-related gas-phase quantities obtained from Reynolds-averaged
Navier-Stokes (RANS), large eddy simulation (LES), and direct numerical simulation (DNS) solutions.
Afterwards, this approach can be applied to estimate the soot characteristics in complicated industrial
cases such as an actual engine. In this case, the industrial sector would have an accurate and
computationally inexpensive tool in which only the gas-phase conservation equations (which are
typically solved in any combustion simulation) need to be solved. In short, the tool would take
advantage of detailed soot formation models with no need to solve the soot partial differential equations
as well as different soot-related terms such as soot particle nucleation, coagulation, PAH condensation,
HACA surface growth, oxidation, and fragmentation, since all of them are replaced with an ANN.
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